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03 computer cases
12 power supplies
21 speakers
27 headphones
34 keyboards
44 mice
65 laptop cooler pads
70 power adapters
76 laptop bags
modecom.com
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Oberon
pro silent
The OBERON PRO SILENT version is the
most modern construction based on
the experience of earlier versions of the
OBERON series. The casing is equipped
with 2 mm thick noise absorption mats
on the right, left, top and front panels.
MODECOM OBERON PRO SILENT is a
design for fans of quiet computer.

midi
Midi tower

Noise
absorption mats

USB

3.0
3× pre-installed
fans

modecom.com

2×USB 3.0
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Oberon
pro glass
OBERON PRO GLASS BLACK stands out
thanks to its elegant and minimalistic
design highlighted with classic black
colour while OBERON PRO GLASS WHITE
is made in classic but modern white
colour. Both cases are equipped with
tempered glass side panel.

USB

midi
Midi tower

modecom.com

3.0
2× pre-installed
Tempered
fans
glass window

2×USB 3.0
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Oberon
pro
MODECOM OBERON PRO was designed for
those who like spacious and functional
interiors combined with nice and modern
design. Well designed construction of
this gaming case interior combined with
perfectly developed details of the front
panel is a flagship product among the newly
launched MODECOM computer cases.

USB

midi
Midi tower

modecom.com

3.0
2× pre-installed
fans

2×USB 3.0
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Oberon
pro LE

MODECOM OBERON PRO LE was designed
for those who like spacious and functional
interiors combined with nice and modern
design. Well worked-out construction of
this gaming case interior combined with
perfectly developed details of the front
panel make up for a flagship product among
newly launched MODECOM computer cases.
OBERON PRO LE BLACK stands out thanks
to its elegant and minimalistic design
highlighted with classic black colour.

USB

midi
Midi tower

modecom.com

3.0
2× pre-installed
fans

2×USB 3.0
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Ariel

MODECOM ARIEL is an ATX computer
case with multiple applications. Designed
in the spirit of modern elegance, ARIEL
will fit every interior, both in your office
and at home. Spacious interior with
wiring organisation system will contain
all components necessary for making up
a powerful computer. ARIEL computer
case combines such features as reliability,
functionality, durability and elegance.

USB

midi
Midi tower

modecom.com

3.0
Pre-installed fan

2×USB 3.0
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Mini
Trend air

MODECOM MINI TREND AIR is a successor
of MINI TREND computer case which gained
popularity among customers. Thanks to
small size and smart looks, MINI TREND AIR
computer case will be perfect for both home
and office. Despite small size, the case is
very spacious and functional. It will contain
all necessary components. Very good airflow
is provided by a 8 cm fan mounted on the
back. In order to provide better conditions
for airflow, power supply unit and optical
drive are mounted on the top. Minimalistic
black design and silver-coloured audio ports
will be astonishing.

USB

mini
Mini tower

modecom.com

3.0
Pre-installed fan

1×USB 3.0
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Harry 3
The case combines all features of a
useful computer case. Its front panel
makes it look smart and classy. If you
need a spacious and well-designed
computer case, HARRY 3 is a must!

midi
Midi tower

modecom.com

USB

3.0
1×USB 3.0
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OBERON PRO

OBERON PRO SILENT

OBERON PRO GLASS

OBERON PRO LE

Code

AT-OBERON-10-000000-0002
AT-OBERON-20-000000-0002

AT-OBERON-PS-10-000000-0002
AT-OBERON-PS-20-000000-0002

AT-OBERON-PG-10-000000-0002
AT-OBERON-PG-20-000000-0002

AT-OBERON-PR-10-000000-0002LE

Type

Midi tower

Midi tower

Midi tower

Midi tower

Dimensions (L*W*H)

455*205*475 mm

455*205*475 mm

455*205*475 mm

455*205*475 mm

IO Ports

USB 3.0: 2
USB 2.0: 2
Microphone output: YES
Earphones input: YES/ HD AUDIO
SD/TF card slot: NO

USB 3.0: 2
USB 2.0: 2
Microphone output: YES
Earphones input: YES/ HD AUDIO
SD/TF card slot: NO

USB 3.0: 2
USB 2.0: 2
Microphone output: YES
Earphones input: YES/ HD AUDIO
SD/TF card slot: NO

USB 3.0: 2
USB 2.0: 2
Microphone output: YES
Earphones input: YES/ HD AUDIO
SD/TF card slot: NO

Place for extension cards

7

7

7

7

Motherboard standard

ATX/ Micro ATX/ ITX

ATX/ Micro ATX/ ITX

ATX/ Micro ATX/ ITX

ATX/ Micro ATX/ ITX

Height of CPU cooling

163 mm

163 mm

163 mm

163 mm

Space for power supply

Bottom of the case

Bottom of the case

Bottom of the case

Bottom of the case

Maximum lenght of video
card

395 mm

395 mm

395 mm

395 mm

Colour

black, white

black, white

black, white

black

modecom.com
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ARIEL

MINI TREND AIR

HARRY3

Code

AT-ARIEL-10-000000-0002

AM-TREND-AIR-000000-0002

AT-H330-10-0000000-0002

Type

Midi tower

Mini tower

Midi Tower

Dimensions (L*W*H)

412*205*436 mm

170 x 375 x 360 mm

384 x 200 x 413 mm

IO Ports

USB 3.0: 2
USB 2.0: 2
Microphone output: YES
Earphones input: YES/ HD AUDIO
SD/TF card reader: NO

USB 2.0: Yes
USB 3.0: Yes
HD AUDIO: Yes
Microphone output: Yes
Earphones input: Yes

USB 2.0: 2
USB 3.0: 1
HD AUDIO: Yes
Microphone output: Yes
Earphones input: Yes

Place for extension cards

7

-

7

Motherboard standard

ATX/ Micro ATX/ ITX

ITX or mini ATX

-

Height of CPU cooling

160 mm

-

167 mm

Space for power supply

Bottom of the case

top

top

Maximum lenght of video
card

360 mm

-

370 mm

Colour

black

black

black

modecom.com
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MC-B88-500-FC
We introducing newest members of MODECOM
PSUs of our long time regarded MC series.
Both PSU are characterized with high efficiency
confirmed by official 80Plus Bronze 230V EU
certificate.
PSUs are equipped with DC-DC converter that
assures the voltages on each line remain stable
regardless on the load for individual voltage
lines. At the same time, use of Japanese Koshin
Kogyo capacitors rated at 105C assures long-life
of the PSU unit. FC version stands for „Fixed
cables”, that are all of flat type.

500W

ATX
2,31

500W
output power

ATX 12V
2.31

modecom.com
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MC-B88-600-FC
We introducing newest members of MODECOM
PSUs of our long time regarded MC series.
Both PSU are characterized with high efficiency
confirmed by official 80Plus Bronze 230V EU
certificate.
PSUs are equipped with DC-DC converter that
assures the voltages on each line remain stable
regardless on the load for individual voltage
lines. At the same time, use of Japanese Koshin
Kogyo capacitors rated at 105C assures long-life
of the PSU unit. FC version stands for „Fixed
cables”, that are all of flat type.

600W

ATX
2,31

600W
output power

ATX 12V
2.31

modecom.com
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MC-B88-500-SM
We introducing newest members of MODECOM
PSUs of our long time regarded MC series.
Both PSU are characterized with high efficiency
confirmed by official 80Plus Bronze 230V EU
certificate.
PSUs are equipped with DC-DC converter that
assures the voltages on each line remain stable
regardless on the load for individual voltage
lines. At the same time, use of Japanese Koshin
Kogyo capacitors rated at 105C assures long-life
of the PSU unit. SM version stands for „SemiModular” cables, that are all of flat type.

500W

ATX
2,31

500W
output power

ATX 12V
2.31

modecom.com
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MC-B88-600-SM
We introducing newest members of MODECOM
PSUs of our long time regarded MC series.
Both PSU are characterized with high efficiency
confirmed by official 80Plus Bronze 230V EU
certificate.
PSUs are equipped with DC-DC converter that
assures the voltages on each line remain stable
regardless on the load for individual voltage
lines. At the same time, use of Japanese Koshin
Kogyo capacitors rated at 105C assures long-life
of the PSU unit. SM version stands for „SemiModular” cables, that are all of flat type.

600W

ATX
2,31

600W
output power

ATX 12V
2.31

modecom.com
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MC-S85-500
It is not easy to choose the right hardware in today's extremely competitive
environment of PC components. It's hard to choose the right power supply unit
being one of the key components providing safe usage. The market offers many
cheap models of power supply units very often being not only dangerous for
the hardware, but also for the user. Regardless of what we need - new quiet
computer, contemporary hardware or advanced gamer hardware, we deserve the
highest quality at a reasonable price and we have to be sure that the product
will meet our needs and provide safe and stable work. Do not risk - choose
MODECOM power supply unit of new MC series

PFC
Active PFC

modecom.com
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MC-S85-400T
Thanks to extraordinary construction, the
combination of real 400W power and high
performance, MODECOM MC-S85-400T power
supply unit enables free configuration of energysaving, efficient and stable computer set, which
makes it stand out from the competition.
MODECOM MC-S85-400T is a high-class efficient
power supply unit. This product is dedicated
for those who look for the highest quality at a
reasonable price. It is one of those products
which make you think you made the right
decision!

PFC
Active PFC

modecom.com
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MC-B88-500-FC

MC-B88-600-FC

MC-B88-500-SM

Type of power supply

To be mounted in PC case

To be mounted in PC case

To be mounted in PC case

Power

500W

600W

500W

Compliant with power supply unit standard

ATX

ATX

ATX

Compliant with power supply unit standard (ATX)

2,31

2,31

2,31

Power Factor Connection

Active (APFC)

Active (APFC)

Active (APFC)

Performance at 50% load

88%

88%

88%

Cabling type

Flat/ fixed

Flat/ fixed

Flat/ semi-modular

Number of power plugs 4-pin (HDD/ODD)

3 pcs.

3 pcs.

3 pcs.

Number of power plugs 4-pin (ODD-Slim)

-

-

-

Number of power plugs Serial ATA

7 pcs.

7 pcs.

7 pcs.

Number of power plugs 6+2-pin (PCI-E)

2 pcs.

2 pcs.

2 pcs.

Power plug type +12V

4+4-pin plugs (EPS12V)

4+4-pin plugs (EPS12V)

4+4-pin plugs (EPS12V)

Number of power plugs +12V 4+4-pin (EPS12V)

1 pcs.

1 pcs.

1 pcs.

ATX connector

20-pin + 4-pin

20-pin + 4-pin

20-pin + 4-pin

Power supply chassis

black

black

black

Fan

120 mm

120 mm

120 mm

modecom.com
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MC-B88-600-SM

MC-S85-500

MC-S85-400T

Type of power supply

To be mounted in PC case

To be mounted in PC case

To be mounted in PC case

Power

600W

500 Watt

400Watt

Compliant with power supply unit standard

ATX

ATX

ATX

Compliant with power supply unit standard (ATX)

2,31

2,31

2,31

Power Factor Connection

Active (APFC)

Active (APFC)

Active (APFC)

Performance at 50% load

88%

More than 85%

86%

Cabling type

Flat/ semi-modular

Standard

Standard

Number of power plugs 4-pin (HDD/ODD)

3 pcs.

2 pieces

3 pieces

Number of power plugs 4-pin (ODD-Slim)

-

-

1 piece

Number of power plugs Serial ATA

7 pcs.

4 pieces

2 pieces

Number of power plugs 6+2-pin (PCI-E)

2 pcs.

1 pieces

1 pieces

Power plug type +12V

4+4-pin plugs (EPS12V)

4+4 pin; EPS12V

4+4 pin; EPS12V

Number of power plugs +12V 4+4-pin (EPS12V)

1 pcs.

1 piece

1 piece

ATX connector

20-pin + 4-pin

20-pin + 4-pin

20-pin + 4-pin

Power supply chassis

black

black

Silver

Fan

120 mm

120 mm

80 mm

modecom.com
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Eclipse 180
Active 2.0 speakers with Bluetooth module are very powerful
speakers for audiophiles who don't have too much room to
spare for audio system. The set plays surprisingly clear.
D-class amplifiers are characterised by high efficiency - they
lose very little energy in the form of heat. There are D-class
amplifiers reaching above 90% efficiency. High efficiency
enables us to limit cooling systems and miniaturise D-class
amplifiers.
modecom.com

180
W
180W
output power

Optical
input

Bluetooth 4.0

Remote
controller

2 4

Eclipse 60
modecom.com

Active 2.0 speakers with Bluetooth module are very powerful speakers for audiophiles
who don't have too much room to spare for audio system. The set plays surprisingly
clear.
D-class amplifiers are characterised by high efficiency - they lose very little energy
in the form of heat. There are D-class amplifiers reaching above 90% efficiency. High
efficiency enables us to limit cooling systems and miniaturise D-class amplifiers.

60
W
60W
output power

Optical
input

Bluetooth 4.0

Remote
controller
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MC-HF50.2
50
W
50W
output power

modecom.com

MODECOM MC-HF50.2 is a set for the most requiring users. Its construction provides incredibly high sound quality. Its classic design makes
it universal and perfect for every interior. Magnificent sound is provided thanks to the audio crossover system. This system consists in
crossovers splitting the audio signal into separate frequency bands that can be separately routed to loudspeakers optimized for those bands
(from low frequencies to high frequencies). The application of this system requires two independent equalizers in each set, however, each of
them deal with the signal processing better than just one equalizer responsible for the whole range of frequency.
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MC-SF05
MODECOM MC-SF05 is a set for those who look
for small-sized speakers with clear sound. The
chassis was made of MDF giving perfect acoustic
parameters, clear and strong sound during both
watching movies, playing games or listening to
music. Thanks to their small size, MODECOM
MC-SF05 can be used by those who have limited
space on their desks. The set is equipped with
the highest-quality converters which, despite of
low power 2 x 2.5 W, let you experience sound
with clear bass while playing games or listening
to music. Classic and elegant looks is also a big
advantage of the set.

modecom.com

5
W

USB

5W
output power

USB
powered
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ECLIPSE 180

ECLIPSE 60

MC-HF50.2

MC-SF05

Set

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Watts

2 x 90 W

2 x 30 W

2 x 25 W

2.5W x 2

Frequency range

35 Hz – 22 kHz

55 Hz – 22 kHz

50 Hz – 20 kHz

150Hz-20kHz

Satellite speaker dimensions

357 x 240 x 220 mm

256 x 200 x 160 mm

170 x 190 x 270 mm

149x76x96mm

Speakers

6.25’’ + 1.4’’

3.6’’ + 1.4’’

5’’ + 1’’

2"

Power supply

Adapter AC 110V~240V @
50/60Hz~1A

Adapter AC 110V~240V @
50/60Hz~1A

Adapter AC 110V~240V @
50/60Hz~1A

USB 5V

Cables

245 cm

245 cm

120 cm

Signal cable length: 90 cm,
Cable between satellites: 60
cm

Audio input

1 x RCA, 1 x optical

1 x RCA, 1 x optical

2 x RCA 120 cm

3.5mm mini Jack

Code

modecom.com
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MC-1001 HF
Choosing your headphones is a conscious
decision on how you want to hear the sound.
The sound coming from MODECOM MC1001 HF will give joy to every music lover.
The construction is very comfortable and
pragmatic - soft capsules, small weight and
nice convenient case are only few advantages
of those powerful headphones. If you look
for wireless headphones with Active Noise
Cancelling Function (muffling the sound from
outside), MODECOM MC-1001 HF are your best
decision

Bluetooth 4.0

modecom.com

Microphone

Active Noise
Cancelling
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MC-219U
Choosing your headphones is a
conscious decision on how you want
to hear the sound. We’ve designed
our headset to be comfortable and
convenient while using them for long
time. To achieve that, we’ve made sure
our headset is very light and lets your
ears breath.

Microphone
modecom.com

Volume
control

Light weight
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Hi-Fi

gold-plated
plug

microphone
on cable

metal
capsules

modecom.com

MC-1500 HF
If you want to buy new headphones, remember that only sound matters. The sound
you hear is clear and sharp, and the sensations are even more intense thanks to the
highest-quality membranes. They are very comfortable thanks to soft capsules and
they muffle sounds from the outside very well. MC-1500HF is a good choice. The
headphones provide you with joy for many years. They will meet the requirements of
the most demanding customers.
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MC-823
Ranger
The product refers to jet pilot gear.
It's a must-have for every video games
lover. Thanks to the highest-quality
materials, MC-823 RANGER provide
the user with extreme entertainment
without tiring.

MC-828
Striker
microphone
on cable

These headphones were designed for
gamers in particular. Solid frame and
high quality will make you love these
headphones and spend lots of hours
with them.

modecom.com

MC-826
Hunter
The massive design, the sensitive
microfone and the comfort in their use
for long hours are the main advantages
of the device. They also have a volume
control on the cable.
microphone
on cable

microphone
on cable
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MC-1001HF

MC1500HF

MC-219U

Frequency range

20Hz-20KHz

20Hz - 24KHz

20 ~ 20kHz

Impedance

Unknown

32 Ω

32 Ohm

Maximum input
power

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Sensitivity

105 dB/1mW (S.P.L at 1KHz)

97dB ± 3dB

97dB ± 3dB

Connector

BT, 3.5mm jack

3.5mm jack

USB

Cable length

1,3m

≥1,3m

1,8m

Code

modecom.com
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MC-828 STRIKER

MC-823 RANGER

MC-826 HUNTER

Frequency range

30 - 16000 Hz

20 - 20000 Hz

20 - 20000 Hz

Impedance

Low

32Ω/1kHz

50 Ohms@ 1KHz

Maximum input
power

100 mW

30 mW

100 mW

Sensitivity

108dB / mW ±3dB

112dB +/- 3 dB at 1 khz

100dB / mW ±3dB

Connector

2 x 3.5mm jack

2 x 3.5mm jack

3,5 mm mini jack

Cable length

ca. 2 m

ca. 2.2 m

aprox.1,8m

Code

modecom.com
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MC-5200C
If you buy MODECOM 5200C, you will get high-quality keyboard and
mouse. MODECOM 5200C is a combo set with just one Nano receiver
for both keyboard and mouse. It’s a very convenient solution enabling to
spare one USB slot in your computer. The solution is very useful during
business trips. You won’t have to wonder whether you took everything
with you.
modecom.com

LED
indicator

Scissors
key caps

Saving
power
mode

Wireless
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MC-5200U
MODECOM 5200U BLACK is a wired premium office keyboard equipped with low-profile keys for those who value comfort and convenience.
Keyboard MODECOM 5200U has low-profiled keys operating very quietly, like in high-end laptops. 5200U BLACK case is a thin but stable
construction. Consequently, the keyboard won’t move even if you use it intensely.

High
quality

modecom.com

12 FN
hot-keys

Scissors
key caps

Quick
response
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MC-TPK2
Voyager
MODECOM MC-TPK2 keyboard is equipped with a full set of keys based on scissorswitch mechanism. This type of mechanism is recommended to those who value
aesthetics and convenience in use. Employing scissor-switch mechanism let us
reduce the size of keys and keyboard itself.
This type of solution is commonly employed in high-class laptops and low-profile
keyboards. It's characterised by high durability compared to classic membrane
keyboards. Scissor-switch mechanism also provides nice feeling when typing.
Keys are LED backlit enabling you to work at night without the need for additional
light.

2,4 GHz

2.4 GHz
wireless
modecom.com

LED

touchpanel
with buttons

3,7 V, built-in
battery 450
mAh Li-Poly

scissor-switch
mechanism
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2,4 GHz

2.4 GHz
wireless

big
touchpanel

Function
buttons

scissor-switch
mechanism

9 hotkeys

Al
Aluminium

modecom.com

MC-TPK1
Wireless MC-TPK1 keyboard is a perfect solution for a living room or a mobile office. Despite
its small sizes and light construction, the keyboard has all crucial functions for you to feel
comfortable when working with it.
MC-TPK1 keyboard is equipped with the whole set of keys and built-in touchpanel. Accordingly,
typing, swiping, zooming or just clicking is very easy and convenient.
Instant multimedia functions activation lets you access the Internet or your favourite videos,
pictures and music.
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MC-700W
MODECOM MC-700W is a wireless premium office keyboard equipped with lowprofile keys for those who value comfort and convenience. Keyboard MODECOM
MC-700W operates with the use of wireless radio technology. Thanks to this
technology, you will be able to use the keyboard freely and enjoy broad range of
8 metres. Keyboard MODECOM MC-700W has low-profiled keys operating very
quietly, like in high-end laptops. MODECOM MC-700W case is very thin and solid.
Consequently, the keyboard won't move even if you use it intensely.

2,4 GHz

2.4 GHz
wireless

low profile
slim type

modecom.com

scissor-switch
mechanism

12 × function
buttons
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MC-5006
MODECOM MC-5006 multimedia keyboard is an exquisite product on
peripherals market. Its slim and compact construction was designed for
dust, crumbs or even accidental splash to be easily removed from the
keyboard. The keyboard is also equipped with exceptionally attractive
design and will suit your study perfectly.
modecom.com

USB
USB

12 × function
buttons

easy cleaning

1.8m cable

laser buttons
printing
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MC-5200C

MC-5200U

MC-TPK1

MC-TPK2

Code

MK-MC-5200C-100

K-MC-5200U-100

K-MC-TPK1-100-U

K-MC-TPK2-100-BL

Dimensions

435 x 126 x 22 mm

435 x 126 x 22 mm

329,6 x 110,0 x 17,9 (L*W*H)

330 × 104 × 15.8 mm

Number of keys

108

108

80 US symbol keys

79

Number of
hotkeys

12

12

-

12

Interface

USB (nano receiver), 2,4GHz

USB

USB

USB

Power supply

2x AAA batteries 1.5V

USB 5V

two AAA DC 1.5V batteries

3,7 V, built-in battery 450 mAh
Li-Poly

Type

wireless

wired

wireless

wireless

modecom.com
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MC-5008

MC-700W

MC-5006

Code

K-MC-5008-100-U-L
K-MC-5008-100-U-L-RU
K-MC-5008-100-U-L-HU

K-MC-700W-100

K-MC-5006-100-U

Dimensions

439×165.5×27.5mm

433*123*12mm

433 x 124 x 24mm

Number of keys

103

104

104

Number of
hotkeys

14

12

12

Anti-ghosting

USB

Yes

USB

Power supply

DC5V --- 50mA

3V

USB 5V@55mA

Type

Wired

Wireless

Wired

modecom.com
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MC-WRM1
Mouse MC-WRM1 will draw your attention with its slim
silhouette augmented with side elements with LED backlight.
You can choose one of the supported DPI thanks to the button
placed above the scroll: 1000/1200/1600. The built-in 350 mAh
battery makes you forget about the necessity of having spare
batteries with you. The battery can be charged any time with
the use of microUSB slot placed on the front.

1600

DPI

DPI

optical

1600 DPI

wireless

DPI button

6 buttons

LED

built-in
battery

charging
function

modecom.com
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MC-WM10S
Thanks to the technology, you can use the mouse quietly in public places
such as reading room, library or your home. At the same time, you can be
sure that MC-WM10S won't disturb the silence around you. We put the
lifespan and ergonomy first when we were designing this universal and
useful mouse. The mouse is wireless and was equipped with efficient
battery providing many hours of work without the need for recharging.
1600

DPI
wireless
modecom.com

Painted

optical

silent
buttons

1600 DPI
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MC-WM9.1

1600

optical

wireless

DPI

DPI

DPI button

1600 DPI

modecom.com

Painted

We put the lifespan and ergonomics first when we were designing this
universal and useful mouse. We also know that the mouse should look
nice as well. Its classic looks is available in four colours (black, black and
blue, black and white) will please those users who appreciate classic with
modern touch. The surface material has a nice feel. MODECOM MC-WM9.1
combines classic design, ergonomics and durability.
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MC-WM4.1

1600

DPI
optical

wireless

modecom.com

DPI button

super grip

Perforated
sides

DPI
1600 DPI

Painted

The device is available in five color versions: black, red, and gray. The
MODECOM MC-WM4.1 mouse has been upgraded to its predecessor
by using better materials and implementing the latest technological
solutions. MODECOM MC-WM4.1 will be a perfect solution for those who
are looking for ergonomic, wireless and high quality mouse, especially
when spending a lot of hours working on a computer.
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MC-WM9
Wireless mouse for those who look for high precision and very sensitive optical chipset. MODECOM MC-WM9 is a mouse providing basic
functionality of this type of devices, extraordinary convenience and nice design. Optical chipset operates with 1200 DPI and provides
enormous precision. Thanks to numerous colour versions, the mouse can be a fashionable accessory. The top was covered with matt surface
making it pleasant to work with.

optical

wireless

1200

DPI
1200 DPI

modecom.com

Painted
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MC-WM6

1600

optical

modecom.com

wireless

DPI

DPI

DPI button

1600 DPI

Painted

Wireless mouse for those who look for high precision and very sensitive
optical chipset. The chipset enables operating with 1600 DPI (2 operating
modes: 800/1600 DPI switched between with the use of a dedicated
button).
MC-WM6 is covered with matt top-cover providing stable grip and makes
it really pleasant to hold it.
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MC-WM101

Al
wireless

Aluminium

DPI
DPI button

Painted

1600

DPI
1600 DPI

Premium

modecom.com

First contact with the mouse will enchant
you with its streamlined shapes and low
profile. MODECOM MC-WM101 chassis
consitutes balanced combination of
plastic and aluminium. The materials used
for the mouse are not only attractive.
They also make MC-WM101 pleasant in
use, because the materials have a nice
feel. The overall is augmented with
extraordinary precision in details, such as
scroll or DPI change button. Advanced and
sensitive sensor enables several different
DPIs: 800/1200/1600.
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MC-WM102

1000

DPI
wireless

Painted

Premium

modecom.com

Low battery
indicator

1000 DPI

MODECOM MC-WM102 chassis consitutes balanced combination of plastic
and aluminium. The materials used for the mouse are not only attractive.
They also make MC-WM102 pleasant in use, because the materials have a
nice feel. The overall is augmented with extraordinary precision in details,
such as scroll or low battery diode. MODECOM MC-WM102 also provides
convenience in use. Its ergonomic and streamlined shapes are perfect for
every palm and won't let you feel fatigued even after many hours of work.
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MC-WRM113
Equipped with Nano radio receiver, the mouse will provide you with
stable wireless communication with your laptop. The range of such
communication is up to 15 metres long, which is great because you can
work freely being far away from your laptop. MODECOM MC-M113 has stylish
design with low profile and streamlined shape. It's perfect for every palm.
Its black and red chassis is augmented with backlit manufacturer's logo.
Front side of the mouse is covered with material that will make using MCM113 nice and pleasant.

1600

DPI
optical

1600 DPI

modecom.com

wireless

LED

rechargable
battery
included

charging
function
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MC-WM112
MODECOM MC-WM112 is a very convenient wireless mouse with modern
and minimalistic design, as well as subtle white and yellow colours.
This product is for those who like to surround themselves with nice and
fashionable everyday objects. Compact, streamlined mouse MC-WM112
will make your workplace look modern and attractive. In addition, its
streamlined shapes and ergonomic construction will make you want to
stay with the mouse forever. Fluent and precise work with MC-WM112 is
provided by high-quality optical sensor operating with 1600 DPI.

1600

DPI
wireless
modecom.com

optical

1600 DPI
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MC-M10S
This mouse is equipped with ultra silent microswitches. It increases work
comfort. Thanks to the technology, you can use the mouse quietly in public
places such as reading room, library or your home. At the same time, you
can be sure that MC-M10S won't disturb the silence around you. We put
the lifespan and ergonomy first when we were designing this universal and
useful mouse. We also know that the mouse should look nice as well. It's
classic looks is available in four colours (black, white, red, blue) will please
those users who appreciate classic with modern touch.

1000

USB
optical
modecom.com

silent
buttons

USB

DPI
wired
1.8m cable

1000 DPI

Painted
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MC-M10

Modern optical mouse MODECOM MC-M10
is our recent technological solution based
on many years of experience in providing
computer accessories. We put the
lifespan and ergonomy first when we were
designing this universal and useful mouse.
We also know that the mouse should look

1000

DPI
optical

1000 DPI

USB
Painted

wired
1.8m cable

USB

modecom.com

nice as well. It's classic looks is available
in four colours (black, white, red, blue) will
please those users who appreciate classic
with modern touch.
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MC-M9.1
We put the lifespan and ergonomics first when we were designing this
universal and useful mouse. We also know that the mouse should look
nice as well. Its classic looks is available in four colours (black, black and
blue, black and white) will please those users who appreciate classic with
modern touch. The surface material has a nice feel. MODECOM MC-M9.1
combines classic design, ergonomics and durability.

DPI
optical
modecom.com

DPI button

1600

USB
USB

DPI
wired
1.8m cable

1600 DPI
max

Painted
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MC-M4.1

1000

DPI
optical

1200 DPI

USB
wired
1.8m cable

USB

modecom.com

This wired optical mouse offers great
ergonomics for working on a computer.
Thanks to its USB interface and a wide
range of supported operating systems, it
can be used practically with any computer
available on the market. At the same
time, the installation of the device is very
simple: all you have to do is connect
mouse to one of the free USB ports,
without the need to install additional
drivers or software. The device is available
in two color versions: black and dark gray
(metallic).
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MC-M9
MODECOM M9 is a mouse providing basic functionality of this type of
devices, extraordinary convenience and nice design. Optical chipset
operates with 1000 DPI and provides enormous precision. Thanks to
numerous colour versions, the mouse can be a fashionable accessory. The
top was covered with matt surface making it pleasant to work with.

1000

USB

1000 DPI

USB

DPI
optical
modecom.com

wired
1.8m cable

Painted
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MC-M111
MODECOM MC-M111 is a computer mouse designed with modern taste.
MODECOM MC-M111 has stylish design with low profile and streamlined
shape. It's perfect for every palm. Its black and blue chassis is enhanced
with scroll and manufacturer's logo with blue backlight. Front side of the
mouse is covered with material that will make using MC-M111 nice and
pleasant. MODECOM MC-M111 is a great mouse stimulating your sight and
touch. Convenience in use together with modern design will make you want
to stay with the mouse and your colleagues look at it. Optical sensor will
enable fast and efficient work.
1600

DPI
optical
modecom.com

Painted

LED

1600 DPI

wired
1.8m cable
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MC-M4
High-quality wired optical mouse with perfect
work ergonomy. Thanks to USB interface and a
wide range of supported operating system, it's
compatible with almost every PC available on the
market. At the same time, the setup is very easy
and consists only in connecting it to any USB slot
without the need to install additional drivers or
software. The device is available in two colours:
black (matt) and dark grey (metallic).

super grip

optical
modecom.com

Perforated
sides

800

USB
USB

DPI
wired

800 DPI

Painted
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Code

MC-WRM1

MC-WM10S

MC-WM9.1

MC-WM4.1

MC-WM9

MC-WM6

M-MC-WRM1-100

M-MC-WM10S-100
M-MC-WM10S-200

M-MC-0WM9.1-100
M-MC-0WM9.1-200

M-MC-0WM4.1-100OEM

M-MC-0WM9-100
M-MC-0WM9-100-OEM

M-MC-0WM6-100
M-MC-0WM6-710

M-MC-WM10S-400
M-MC-WM10S-500

M-MC-0WM9.1-140

M-MC-0WM4.1-500

M-MC-0WM9-140
M-MC-0WM9-150
M-MC-0WM9-180

Sensor

Optical

Optical

Optical

Optical

Optical

Optical

Resolution

1000/1200/1600

1600 DPI

800/1200/1600 DPI

800/1200/1600 DPI

1200 DPI

800/1600 DPI

Interface

microUSB Nano, 24022480 MHz - 1mW

USB nano receiver

USB (nano receiver
2.4GHz)

nano USB

USB (nano receiver
2.4GHz)

USB

Power
supply

built-in 350 mAh
battery

1.5 V battery @16 mA

1xAA 1,5V---10mA
(battery not included)

-

2 x AAA (not enclosed)

1 x AA 1.5V@30mA

Dimensions

115*63*35mm

105*60*37mm

103 x 66 x 38 mm

98 x 70 x 38 mm

103*66*37 mm

90 * 56 * 39 mm

Colour

-

White, red, blue, black

Black, black and blue,
black and white

Black, red, grey

Black, red+black,
blue+black,
green+black

Silver, black

Type

Wireless

Wireless

Wireless

Wireless

Wireless

Wireless

modecom.com
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Code

MC-WM101

MC-WM102

MC-WRM113

MC-WM112

MC-M10S

MC-M10

M-MC-WM101-100
M-MC-WM101-300

M-MC-WM102-120
M-MC-WM102-130

M-MC-WRM113-150

M-MC-WM112-290

M-MC-M10S-200
M-MC-M10S-100

M-MC-0M10-100
M-MC-0M10-200

M-MC-M10S-500
M-MC-M10S-400

M-MC-0M10-400
M-MC-0M10-500

Sensor

Optical

Optical

Optical

Optical

Optical

Optical

Resolution

800/1200/1600 DPI

1000 DPI

1600

1600 DPI

1000 DPI

1000 DPI

Interface

USB Nano, 2405 ~ 2476
MHz - 1mW

USB Nano, 2408 ~ 2474
MHz - 1mW

microUSB Nano 2402 ~
2480 MHz - 1mW

USB Nano, 2402-2480
MHz - 1mW

USB

USB

Power
supply

1 x or 2 x AAA battery
(1,5V --- 20mA)

2x AAA battery (3V --15mA)

Rechargable battery
or AA battery (1,5V --25mA)

1 x AA battery (1,5V --11mA)

-

-

Dimensions

115*62*32mm

109*56,5*27,6mm

113*64*32mm

113*64*32mm

105*60*37 mm

105*60*37mm

Colour

Black and brown

Black and silver, black
and brown

-

white-yellow

White, red, blue, black

White, red, blue, black

Type

Wireless

Wireless

Wireless

Wireless

Wired

Wired

modecom.com
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MC-M9.1

MC-M4.1

MC-M9

MC-M111

MC-M4

Code

M-MC-00M9.1-100
M-MC-00M9.1-200
M-MC-00M9.1-140

M-MC-00M4.1-100
M-MC-00M4.1-100OEM
M-MC-00M4.1-710

M-MC-00M9-100
M-MC-00M9-140
M-MC-00M9-150
M-MC-00M9-180

M-MC-M111-140

M-MC-00M4-100
M-MC-00M4-710

Sensor

Optical

Optical

Optical

Optical

Optical

Resolution

800/1200/1600 DPI

1200 DPI

1000 DPI

1600 DPI

800 DPI

Interface

USB

USB

USB

USB

USB

Power supply

-

-

Dimensions

103 x 66 x 38 mm

102 × 60 × 41 mm

103*66*37 mm

Colour

Black, black and blue,
black and white

Black matt, dark gray
metallic

Black, Black and red,
Black and blue, Black
and orange, Black and
green

Type

Wired

Wired

Wired

modecom.com

USB 5V --- 80mAh
113*64*32mm

102 × 60 × 41 mm
black matt, metallic
navy grey

Wired

Wired
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laptop cooler pads

modecom.com
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MC-CF21 RGB
The latest model of the MODECOM MC-CF21 RGB cooling pad is equipped
with two huge fans with RGB illumination. This highly efficient cooling pad
is designed for the most demanding gaming laptops, up to 17 ‘’. MC-CF21
has been equipped with unprecedented gadgets, such as an additional
phone stand.

45o
RGB
backlight

Two very
efficient fans

modecom.com

Large range

LCD
LCD display

Smartphone
stand

6 7

MC-CF18 RGB

LCD

USB

LCD display

HUB USB

45o
RGB
backlight

6,5-45o

modecom.com

The new model of the MODECOM MC-CF18 RGB cooling pad is equipped
with two large fans with a diameter of 115 mm. It is one of the most
effective solutions in cooling stands offered for gaming laptops. MC-CF18
is designed for laptops with new designs up to 18 inches. The LCD display
will allow you to easily select the desired cooling mode, starting with the
quietest option and ending with the most efficient.

6 8

MC-CF15
Stand MODECOM MC-CF15 is characterized
by the number of wind turbines (up to 5
fans - they work simultaneously), which
effectively provide a low temperature of
the laptop. Additionally, thanks to modern
design stand will provide each user with
a laptop computer to work comfortably
and exceptional lightness makes it easy to
transport.

USB
USB hub

angle change

LED

MC-CF13

5 × fan

potentiometer

Stand MODECOM SILENT FAN MC-CF13
is very solid. It was made of high quality
plastic. Its upper part is covered with a
special surface volleyball, which thanks
to its numerous openings, provides
excellent heat dissipation emitted by
a hot laptop. Directly below it is very
quiet and efficient, blue backlit LED,
14cm cooling fan.
modecom.com

angle change
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MC-CF21 RGB

MC-CF18 RGB

MC-CF13

MC-CF15

Dimensions

460 x 296 x 50mm

410 x 280 x 34mm

330 x 250 x 24mm

390 x 290 x 25mm

Weight

1245g

750g

529g

700g

Compatible laptops

compatible with
notebook computers
with screens up to 17”

compatible with
notebook computers
with screens up to 18”

compatible with
notebook computers
with screens up to 14 "

Comfortable working
with a notebook up
to 17 "

Number of installed
windmills

2

2

140 mm very quiet and
efficient fan with blue
backlight

5

modecom.com
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power adapters
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Royal
MC-87C
The modernity and versatility of the power
supply are characterized by a USB-C
charging port. MODECOM ROYAL MC-87C
The modernity and versatility of the power
adapter are characterized by a USB-C
charging port.
Connecting a mobile device to USB-C port
ensures fast and safe charging.
MODECOM ROYAL MC-87C is an excellent
choice for people who have mobile devices
compatible with the power supply port.

modecom.com

87
W

USB

65W

Type-C

TYPE-C

Quick
charge
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Royal MC-65C
MODECOM ROYAL MC-65C is a power adapter equipped with one USB-C
charging port for mobile devices. The power adapter enables easy
connection and quick charging of mobile devices such as a smartphone
or tablet. It is made of high-quality materials, and the technological
solutions provide maximum comfort of use and to safely and quickly
charge the connected devices.
modecom.com

65
W

USB

65W

Type-C

TYPE-C

Quick
charge
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MODECOM MC-4U is a power adapter equipped with four
USB-A charging ports for mobile devices. The power adapter
enables easy connection and quick charging of mobile devices
such as a smartphone or tablet. It is made of high quality
materials, and the technological solutions provide maximum
comfort of use and to safely and quickly charge the connected
devices.

USB
4-ports

modecom.com

2,4A

Quick
charge

Royal MC-4U
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Royal MC-45CU
The versatility of the power adapter is characterized by two
USB charging ports. MODECOM MC-45CU is an excellent
choice for people who have mobile devices compatible
with the power adapter ports. Thanks to this solution, it
is enough to have one power adapter to simultaneously
charge up to two mobile devices. It saves time, the need
to look for dedicated chargers and uses only one power
source.

USB

TYPE-C

USB

Type-C
USB

Type-A
USB

PD
Power
Delivery

modecom.com

Quick
charge
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ROYAL MC-87C

ROYAL MC-65C

ROYAL MC-4U

ROYAL MC-45CU

Port

One USB-C charging port

One USB-C charging

Four charging ports USB-A

USB-C + USB-A

Input

100-240V~2.0A, 50 – 60 Hz

100-240V~1.2A, 50 – 60 Hz

100-240V~1.2A, 50 – 60 Hz AC

100-240V~1.2A, 50 – 60 Hz AC

Output

USB-C: 5V---3A, 9V---3A, 12V--3A, 15V---3A, 20V---4,25A

USB-C: 5V---3A, 9V---3A, 12V--3A, 15V---3A, 20V---3,25A

USB-A: 5V---2.4A x 4

USB-C: 5V---3A, 9V---3A, 12V--3A, 15V---3A, 20V---2,25A
USB-A: 5V---2.4A

Power

87 W

65 W

40 W

45 W

Quick
charge

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

modecom.com
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laptop bags
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Felt
MODECOM FELT is a laptop case made
of natural felt. It's classy and stylish
design is perfect for urban environment.
If you have to take your laptop with
yourself for lunch, MODECOM FELT is a
must!

Laptop size:
11-11.3’’
13-13.3’’
15-15.6’’
modecom.com
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Smart 15
MODECOM SMART 15 is full of smart
solutions. It is made of fashionable yet
waterproof fabric to offer additional
protection for your laptop.
Thanks to its universal design, smart
features and comfort, MODECOM
SMART 15 will help you organize a the
items you carry.

Laptop size:
15.6”

modecom.com
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Highfill
Your comfort and safety of your gear is our priority. Therefore,
we designed laptop HIGHFILL bag of minimalistic design. You'll
love it for it's functionality, low weight, the highest quality of
workmanship and excellent protection.
modecom.com

Laptop size:
11,3”
13,3”
15,6”
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Mark

Our bag MARK is available in two
colours. The bag is dedicated for 15.6"
and 17" laptops.
If you're on the move a lot and take your
laptop with yourself, you definitely need
a safe and convenient bag.
MODECOM MARK is a black slim bag very
simple in its shape and functionality, as
well as casual style and high-quality.
The bag is equipped with pockets
for necessary accessories, velcro
compartment separating the laptop
from the cable, safety strap for the
laptop, convenient handle and regulated
shoulder strap.

Laptop size:
15.6", 17"

modecom.com
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Reno

MODECOM RENO is a convertible laptop bag that will keep up the pace of
those who run errands and are on the move a lot. It was made of durable
fabrics with a nice feel. They will endure longer than you think. Lots
of pockets and compartments will help you organise all the necessary
accessories. It spares you time and energy, because you won't have to look
for a lost pen for half and hour. MODECOM RENO is available in several
colours pleasant to look at. Everyone will find something suitable for them.
modecom.com

Laptop size:
15.6”
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Torino

MODECOM presents TORINO, a bag made
with precision and taste. There is one
particularly interesting feature of the bag, i.e.
frontal opening system enabling easy access
to both laptop and all crucial accessories.
TORINO bag was made of solid and durable
fabrics with a nice feel, which maximises
the safety for your laptop and makes it
convenient in transportation. The bag is
designed for 15.6" laptops.

Laptop size:
15.6”
modecom.com
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Trenton
MODECOM TRENTON is a convertible laptop bag that will keep up the pace of those who run errands and are on the move a lot. It was made
of durable fabrics with a nice feel. They will endure longer than you think. Lots of pockets and compartments will help you organise all the
necessary accessories. It spares you time and energy, because you won't have to look for a lost pen for half and hour. MODECOM TRENTON is
available in several colours pleasant to look at. Everyone will find something suitable for them.

Laptop size:
15.6”

modecom.com
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